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REPORT.
To the Governor and Council:
We, the undersigned, have the honor to present herewith a
report of our investigations during the past year, in accordance
with a Resolve of the Legislature of 1867, entitled "Resolve relative to the restoration of sea fish," and a Resolve of the Legisla· '
ture of 1868, continuing the same in force.
Our work for this year has been for the most part supplementary
to that of 1867. We have substantially completed the survey of
the rivers, with the exception of the St. John waters, sufficiently
to enable us to state the condition and needs of each river visited.
The work of building fish ways has been commenced by the erection
of several on the East Machias and Denny's rivers, and the location and ordering of several on the St. Croix. We were unable to
proceed as we wished to the work of opening the Kennebec and
Penobscot, by a fault in the language of an act to give us general
authority in the matter, passed last winter. Nevertheless, we
think the money at our command h~s been well expended in continuing the work of examination left incomplete last winter, in a ,
careful personal examination of the modes empJoyed in taking
migratory fishes, and in experiments on the reproduction of several
species.
With these preliminary remarks, we will proceed to lay before
you the results of our examination of each river visited, commencing at the eastern boundary of the State ; and will then present
such suggestions as may occur.
ST. CROIX.

This river was visited, the dams at Calais, Milltown and Baring
a second time examined, and sites selected for fishways. The
proprietors were consulted, and agreed to build the fishways
according to plans that were drawn and left in the hands of Mr.
Seth Emerson, who was engaged to superintend their erection.
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3d. The Barstow dam, so called, in the town of Crawford.
4th. The dam at the outlet of Crawford Lake.
None of these are provided with fish ways, and all are obstructions to the ascent of fish.
This year there was a marked increase in the number of salmon
in the river.
WESCONGUS.

Salmon continue to come to the falJs at Columbia, but are unable to pass the dam at that place. A few have been carried by
and put into the river ahove; but for any important increase, a
good fishway and a stringent law are required. The present fishway was built so far from the main channel, in order to secure it
from freshets, that salmon will not take it. One to succeed must
be built under Mr. IIarris' mill.
N ARRAGUAGUS.

The people at Cherryfield are much interested in the restoration
of fish to their waters; and at the request of Messrs. Campbell,
principal mill owners at Cherryfield, the dams, five in um11ber,
were examined. They average ten feet in height, and present no
special obstacles to the construction of fish ways. It is hoped that
the Commissioners will, at an. early day, be able to direct the construction of suitable fisbways. It is but a few years since this
river produced salmon, shad and alewives in abundance.
UNION.

All the dams in Ellsworth were examined. There are none that
present unusual obstacles; the average height is ten feet.
'l'he fiRhery on this ri,·cr was formerly excellent, producing salmon, shad and alewives; but it has shared the common fate, and
these species arc now nearly extinct here. The expense of constructing fishways and re-stocking the river would be comparatively small.
In a tributary that drains Reed's pond the1:e is a fishery for
"land-locked" salmon, which species was once abundant but is now
scarce through reckless fishing. A strict enforcement of a stringent law is needed to protect them, but the general law protecting
trout and salmon at the spawning season is sufficient if well enforced. It was from a tributary of this river that the fish was
obtained which Girard. has described as Salmo Gloveri, but this

I
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son was far more effective ; it had thrJe pounds and was built to
the top of the tide with an entrance for fish as in those described
in the last Report of the Commission. Further improvement was
introduced by one Holliday from St. John, N. B., who substituted
marline for brush on part of the pounds. The quantities taken by
these new in~ntions were enormous. Emerson's first weir, built
on Treat's Flats, was, it is said, quite burst open by a quantity of
fish that it could not hold.
During all these early years the fish found extensive breeding
grounds above the occupied portion of the Penobscot valley.
Though shut out from some of its tributaries, a circumstance alone
sufficient to effect, in time, a decrease in their numbers, the great
highway to the many lakes and streams in the wild lands remained open until about the year 1830. It was then nearly closed
by Fiske and Bridge's dam at Oldtown Falls, in which there was
and is still a passage by which some salmon pass every ·y ear; anci
in favorable seasons shad and alewives pass up in limited numbers.
After this, was built th~ Great Works dam, and in 1834: or 1835
the Veazie dam. The latter was closed in the winter. When the
£sh came in the spring they found an impassable barrier across
their way ; they gathered in multitudes below the dam and strove
in vain to surmount it; many returned down the river, and after
the usual time for the spawning of shad was past they were taken
in weirs ·in the town of Bucksport, loaded with ripe spawn which
they could no longer contain; a phenomenon which a man who
has fished with weirs at that point for forty-three years had never
observed at any other time. These were doubtless shad whose
natural spawning grounds lay far up the river, and who had after
long contention given up the attempt to pass the Veazie darn. A
great many shad and alewives lingered about the dam and died
there, until the air was loaded with the stench.
For a few years after the construction of these dams, fish were
abundant; then a rapid decline set in, and in a few years more
they were comparatively scarce. In the case of salmon, they
reached their lowest point ten years ago, since which time
there has be~n a considerable increase, which may be owing to
some increased facilities for passing the dams. We know that the
water has made a way for itself around the end of the Veazie dam,
where water enough flows to enable salmon to surmount it, so that
at the present time, as stated in odr last report, salmon, (the most
vigorous ones, that come at the right season, and do not get
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and forth with the tide, very favorable to the development of the
embryo fish. The saltness of the sea is rarely or never perceptible .
in these waters, until after the spawning of shad ; and in the middle of a dry season we think it is not perceptible farther than
Richmond. Ripe sha<l are at the proper season found in all waters
of the bay and its tributaries. The Penobscot has no such expanse as Merrymeeting Bay, nor such tidal tributaries as have the
Kennebec and Androscoggiu. Its waters, seldom fresh at Bucksport, are in a dt·y season brackish all the way to Bangor. Its
natural breeding grounds lie farther up the river. Ripe slfad have
never been found in Bucksport but once, as above stated. Now
these differences are sufficient to cause a great disparity between
the two rivers, much too great to be counterbalanced by the
offapring of the few shad that pass the dams on the Pen()bscot;
but does it account for all? It would seem that there should still be
fresh water enough below Veazie to breed n~ore shad than the small
catch of five thousand would indicate. There is certainly one
other possible cause-namely, the sawdust. We know as yet too
little about the conditions essential to the development of the
young shad to say confiueutly whether the parent fish will deposit
her spawn, and the young hatch, on a bed of sawdust,. If not, no
young shad can be produced below the lumber mills. It is, however, tolerably certain that all life is destroyed on the bottom
where a bo<ly of sawclu.,:;t settles. There are no more of the insects
and other minute creatures that thickly people all stony and
gravelly bottoms, aud on nearly all natural bottoms afford abundance of food to young fh,h. Young shad rn ust eat, and if born on a
bancn sawdust bottom must get into other waters quickly or
sbtrve. We must uot, however, be too confident in this matter,
for we do not know to what extent they am dependent on the
bottom for food, or how far the barrenness of the bottom deprives
the water above of nourishing food. Uompared with the Penobscot, the Kennebec is tolerably free from sawdust.
The fi;,;hiug is at the present day almost entirely confined to
wcirA. Set nets do not pay, uor do drift nets except near the falls.
:Mr. Simeon B. Rich of Bucksport, fished with a drift net thirty
and forty years ago, and would get sometimes three hundred shad
iii a, 1:-1111glc night; in 1867 he tried it again, but caught no more
th,m three Rlrnd iu any one night,-sometimes two, one or none.
The weirs are mostly built below Bucksport, extending along the
2
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because no salmon can be caught earlier; in 186'7 it was finished
about the eighth, and not a salmon was caught until the twentyninth. Along the shore from Castine to Orland the weirs are
stripped about the middle of August, a few salmon coming up to
that date, and we suppose the same to be the case with other parts
of the bay, although the Verona people say that the fishing season
is substantially closed by the middle of July, and probably the weirs
are not maintained so lo11g in the river as below. The law regnlatingtho fisheries of this river, which prei:;cl'ibes that the weirs shall
be stripped July fifteenth does not apply be low Verona.
We have collected a mass of information about the yield of the
various fish caugl1t, from which we will draw a few gelleral statements. The yield of salmon is better in the bay than in the river.
The ·most productive weir of which we have any information is that
at the entrance of Castine harbor, which produced in 186'7 more than
1,600 pounrls of salmon. A.long the shore from Castine to Orland
the average catch is set at fifty per weir; best catch in 1867', ninety-five in one weir. In Verona the best weirs yielded about one
hundred each; average fifty or more. Above Bucksport the
average is about thirty. It is supposed that the weirs on the west
side of the bay are as productive as those on the east side. Assuming the general average to be forty salmon per weir, the total
catch of 183 weirs appears to be '1,320 salmon, and the number
caught by other means may make up the number to 8,000. Numerous statements agree that the yield is not more than half what
it was twenty-five years ago, but that it is decidedly better than
in 1860. Yet the people above Bucksport have not perceived
this recent increase, but have found their salmon growing fewer
and fewer.
The ca.tch of shad was in some places reported equal to that of
salmon, in others as much less. Alewives are principally caught
on the east side of the bay, and in Eastern river and thoroughfare.
They are supposed by some close observers to breed only in the
ponds on Eastern river; we certainly know of no other breeding
ground open to them, unless a few can surmount the dams or find
some suitable spot below them, on the main river.
In the records of the town of Orrington are found some statistics
which enable us to compare the present yield with that of the few
years preceding the building of dams. We extract the following
items:
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For ten ycnra
sub equent to 18!0.
Year.
ales.

For ten years
previous to 1836.
Sales.
Year.

144 83

184:1, 42 70
1842, 5l 85
1813, 22 25
1 1:4,
7 09
1845,
2 7
1816,
9 61
1817,
6 30
1 is, 33 15
184:9, 32 72
4 01
1850,

Total, 3,516 23
Average, 351 62

215 7
21 5

1826,

1827,

$359 00
410 50

1828,

492 00

182D,
1830,
1831,
1832,
1833,
1831,
1835,

410 60
445
530
481
171

60
75
00

25
40 70

----

For ten ;enr
previou to l 69.
Year.
'ale .

56,
1 58,
1 60,
1 61,
1862,
1 63,
1865,
1 66,
1867,
1868,

31 2
7 00
1 00

2
4
4
18
21

65
50
50
00
25

9 50

26 50

126
12 62

The river was completely closed by the Veazie clam in 1 35 or
about that, and by 1340 h d accomplished its work of de truction,
and we ob crve that fr m 1810 to 1 f>O the· sales averaged only
one sixteenth (1-16) as mucl.t as before 1836. Of late the yield
ha been even less, and in 1857, 1859 and 1 61 no sale wa' effected; for the last ten L'Car wl1en a sal • was made the a, crage
arnoun received wa"3 only 12.62, or < bout one twenty-eighth
(1-28) of the receipt previous to 1836. Nc>w, then, we uppo e
that this record of Orrington js a fair reprcsc11tatiou of the decline in the fisheries on thp whole river; and lrn.d there hecn no
ch· uge in the price of fish since the fin,t d( cade we could ascertain very closely the amount of fi h th: t the same iustrum •uts of
capture u<>w u ·ed would have t· ken , t that time, by mnltiplying
the present ascertained yield by t vellty-eight (28). Thu the l 3
W(->irs now builL are estim, ted c ,ove to have tal PH 7,320 almou in
18G7, anc. it will ccrta'uly be saf to put their catch at 5,000
annnnlly for the la t d c de. Mu tiplyi11g thi numb r by 2 , we
flnd that these 18a weirt3 would, on the snppo ition of no change
ill prices, hav taken 110:000 salmon in one y ar prcviou to I u6.
And after taking into consi cration tbe appr .ciation in prices
which hinders the Orrington record' from sh wing the foll dcdine
of the fislierie , and th~ grc>at number of drif 11 •ta and t net
that W<!re 011cc at work au have 1ww ccn ahrmdone , ·we can
confidently say th t the average annual yic•ld of the I cnobscot before its obstruction by d ms, could not have b n l •ss than the
equivalent of 150,000 salmon aud 150,000 shad. A shad were
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then far more abundant than salmon, we may raise the estimate
for them to 2,000,000, and lessen the estimate for salmon to 100,000 annually. Their value at present prices would not be far from
half a million of dollars.
One fact of particular interest was established by the testimony
of all with whom we conversed on the subject. In many cases
two weirs are built on the same hedge, one at its middle .and one
at its outer end. The inner weir invariably catches the most fish
-twice as many salmon and three times as many shad and alewives. This shows us the course taken by these migratory fishes.
Instead of following the center of the channel they follow its banks,
and at high water spread out over the flats. The experience of
drifters it:~ to the same effect. They meet with the best success
when they follow the banks of a broad channel rather than its center. The fish are all coasters, and when fi.rijt found appro)lching
the rivers, while yet perhaps far from their mouths, they are sedulously feeling their way along the shore.
With regard to the laws regulating the fishery, they do not appear to he regarded on this river. The act of the last Legislature
prohibiting the fishing within a half mile of the lower fa11s has
been openly and continuously violated, and we are informed that
the Bangor ma.rket has been principally supplied, and some shipped
to Boston from drift nets on the forbidden ground. A trap hat
been set on the falls and taken many salmon. Evidently there is
fault 8omewhere. We are of opinion that greater responsibility
should be put upon the wardens, and that a larger number is
needed on such a river as the Penobscot. The law, having been
amended by abolishing the office of Fishwar~len for Waldo county,
now provides for only two wardens, one to reside in Penobscot
county ann one in Hancock, and at the present time there is a vacancy iu Hancock county. It is idl,e to expect one man, however
well meaning, to guard the whole Penobi:::cot river.
A projected exploration of the upper waters of the Penobscot
fell through in consequence of the ill health of the Senior Commissioner. We are however, able to state on good authority, that.
there is a dam at North Twin Lake sixteen feet high which needs
a fishway. There is another dam at the outlet of Chesuncook lake.
The state of the various obstructions on the river remains the
same as last year. 'V{e deemed it inexpedient to move in the matter
since it was thought that the act of the last Legislature, intended
to give us power in such cases, did not apply to the Penobscot,
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are twelve or fourteen weirs, and a slight extension into the channel
would prove very detrimental to the fish. It is even doubtful
whether they will not prove too effective even with the legal limit
strictly observed. There is some complaint about their obstructing navigation, but this might be obviated by a proper construction
of the hedges, so that they would not present serious opposition
to the momentum of a schooner under way ;-this is already done
to a certain ex.tent.
The amount of fish taken by the weirs is very considerable.
They average 30,000 alewives apiece, those fourteen within the
jurisdiction of the special law probably yielding 400,000 annually.
Great numhers of alewives are taken along the shore toward Castine, in Verona and in Eastern thoroughfare, a large part of which
must breed in this river. 400,000 may safely be added from
this source. Of those taken at the upper falls in Orland we cannot
speak confidently, but some believe as many are caught there as in
the fourteen weirs. But if we add 200,000 for the falls, the total
annual produce of these breeding grounds appears to be 1,000,000
alewives.
It might be necessary to forbid entirely the fishing at the upper
falls. At any rate fishing about the locks or fish ways should be
carefully avoided. The license system which we shall in this report recommend would enable the officers of fisheries to restrict
the number of ets and other implements used as far as they should
deem urcessary; but .the most essential thing is a good fishway over
each dam, carefully protected from all encroachment.
'
ST. GEORGE.

Alewives are the only fish of importance caught in this river
now. '1.'b(•y are mainly taken at Warren. This town has had the
management of the fisheries within its limits since 1802. Their
practiee is to employ an agent with deputies to take tlie fish. ,
Tiekets are issued to heads of families, each ticket entitling the
bolder to three hundred alewives. Sixty cents is charged for each
ticket, and their order of precedence is determined by lot. Certain
poor me supplied gratis. All the tickets being supplied, the remainder are sold for the town to any buyer. From these ·sales
large sums were formerly realized. The highest sum obtained was
$2,300, which paid the town tax for that year, the minister's
salary, and left something over. The sales for the last twenty
years have been aB follows :

y..,.

Year.

9,
1860,

UJB,
1862,
858,
1854:,

18&6,

,14:8 18
&91 bo

1856,
186'1,

'20 00
85~ 00

18&8,

882 00

Bu

1859, S 0
1860, 4:U
1861, 150
1862, 229
1868, 190
1 64:,
1865,
1866,
1861,

The causes of ihe decline are overfi
liver and · perfect fi
a s. There
Thomaston and one above.
Ing fiah with long eet ne I an take large quantities of 6 h
maa took 30,000 before the 10th of ay.
11 ibese e gi
illegal. The nets are, however, permitted until the 10th o
when the Committee notify all pe on to
e their u e.
they are still used in defiance of the I w. The Committee
thority beyond the town of Warren ;
d u til the mend
f lut session e wording of the law w

a

&.
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stantly rlistnrbed and driven back by .the passing of persons to and
f~om one of the fishing stands.
The essential needs of the Warren fishery are then a curtailment of tbe amount of fishing, by restricting the nets and weirs,
perhaps a positive prohibition of the nets, and improvements in the
fishways which we have indicated. If managed under the general
law which we Rhall propose, there would be sufficient power in tbe
officers of fisheries to effect all these desirable reforms, but if the
town is to continne tO' manage the fisheries. under a special law,
jurisdiction should be given to the officers on the whole river.
PEUAQUID.

The town of Bristol by authority of an act of March 4-, 1826,
has had tho m:magement of the fisheries on all streams within its
limits. The principal stream is Pemaquid river, which drain~ ~everal ponds lying in Bristol a.nd adjoining towns having an area of
two thousand acres or more, and is by nature a most excellent alewife stream. In old times it furnished large quantities of food to
the inhabitants of several towns. Until 1830 everything went on
smoothly. The owners of the dams were ready to do their part by
providing passage-ways for the alewfres and keeping then in good
order, that the people might have plenty of fish. The ·latter were
abundant, and were really a blessiug to the people who shn.red
them. But about 1830 J as. Drummond, proprietor at Bristol Mills,
sold his mill and dam; the upper dam at the same village was
~fterwards built, and in 1839 the lower falls also changed hands.
'rhe new proprietors seem to have lacked the generous public
spirit that distinguished the old ones ; and were quite ready to
sacrifice a great public good to private convenience. llenceforward there was a continual struggle between the fish committee
and the mill ownP-rs ; the former striving to obtain the right of way
which belonged to the fish, and the latter studying " how not to
do it." The upper dam known as the " Bearce" dam, wa::,1 very
formidable and its owners succeeded in managing it in such a way
that it was rarely passable by alewives. The other dams, except
that now owned by Mr. llatch, were managed, it is alleged, against
the fish. We presume, too, that there was some over-fishing.
Mid all these difficulties the fish declined and the people were dissatisfied. In striving to protect the fish against poachers and to
secure a passage for them to their spawning grounds, the town
3
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In conclnsfon, we have tp say that the natural advantages of the
Pemaq uid river are superior and it ought to yield a large amount
of food yearly ; but that through the selfishness and greed of a few
individnaJs, and general mismanagement, it has become au expensive luxury. The town of Bristol wi-1.l not be likely, in its present
temper, and with the influences that now sway its councils, to manage the fishery either successfully or wisely, and we advise that it he
relieved of the charge by repealing the act of March 4, 1826.
DAMARISCOTTA.

We visited this river during the alewife fishery. No other kiud
of summer fish are taken here in considerable numbers. The only
breeding grouud for alewives is in Damariscotta pond, a sheet of
water about ten miles long and containing perhaps six or seven
thousand acres. So near to the sea, it is admirably fitted for the
production of those fish. Its waters fall directly into sa1t water.
But naturally it was quite impossible for fish to ascend to the pond.
The fall is fifty feet in height, over a rugged ledge. rrhe flow of
fresh water always attracted a few straggling alewivet:1; but no
large number of them ever came to this stream; a man must dip
for several hours to get a mess of them. T~e inhabitants. obtained
their supply from Pemaquid and Warren, where alewives were
then abundant. But about the year 1S03 the idea was conceived
of putting some of the fish over the falls into Damariscotta pond.
This wa · done by Daniel Waters, James Kavanagh, Da.vitl Clark,
Jeremiah Russel'and some others. In about three years an increase
was observed, and instead of carrying the fish up by hand, it was
tbonght best to build them a fishway, (fish-stairs the structure
might W''ll be called.) This was done by constructing a loug
seriet:1 of small pools of loose stones laid on the ledge in a small
channel that ran near the east bank of the stream. We should Hay
there might be twenty or thirty of these pools, and tne water pours
from one to the other, following a long crooked route ' to the tide
below. The alewives came, and searching for a passage found this
artificial' wtty and followed it to the pond above. They now increased wo ,dcrfn1ly, and although not now so plenty as once, they
yield as many at this one point as are taken by the eighty-six
weirs built on the Kennebec.
In 1810, the towns of Nohlehorough and Newcastle, 0btained an
act from the Lf"gislatnre nnd assumed the control of this fit,hery.
For the last three years .it.has been sold at public auction, the fish

/
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comn;ittce ( u ually the selectm •u) fir t fi iug he price at .vhich
the p 1rcb, e r hall sell fi h fresh to all · pplicaut . • ifty c nt
bundrell has lately been the rice. The • uction s l brought in
1866, 1,080; in 186'7, 1,450; in 1868, 1,505.
Tlie ma le gcment of tbi fishery by the t o to, llB a po
to b
eminently i:;ati factory, and we tl ink it hould e c nti ued iu h ir
hands. S mo compl i1 t i mado th. t the weir on tLe I er p. rt
of the D, m ri cotta river are interfo1ing :vith the cultiv ion of th
alewives, nd many citizens reg rd the al wi ·e a the e clu ive
property of their towns and object to the 1·e id nts on the lower
p rt of the river being allowed to take any of ti cm. It
ould
1
certainly seem that a community th th
uccecde in p oducio
by their per i tent effort uch a sup ly of fo d where wa ori iua.l st ·rility, should have the fruiti::; of tlieir toil and c re cured o
them. That such h s been the hi tory of this fi h ry h \ be di puled, b1 t we have taken • ins to sc rch into the m tt r, n re
satisfied that the fishery was created as related a ove. Among t
other per ons who are • c uainted with the f: ct , fr~ Da ·i Cl r
is ·till li ·iug; and Mr. Wm. Jlunfor of Bii to], nin ty-one
of age, but of remark bly ter acious memory, ha full confirm
the stor f Mr. Clark. On the other 11· d the own r of

gr nted.
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SIIEEPSCOT.

This river was once prolific in all the kinds of migratory fishes
common to Maine. But as iu other cases dams have been built
without fishways aud the ordinary result has followed.
Salmon come every year to the lower falls in Alua, half a mile
or more above the head of the tide, but are not able to pass it.
One man saw last year sometimes as many as five or six at once
at the foot of the dam, and speared two. Shad are seen at the
same place, and of alewives a man can sometimes dip one hundred
iu a day. There is some fit;Liug with weirs at the head of the tide;
sometimes three of them are built, but this sear only one, which is
estimated to have caught 1,000 shad, quite a numLer of bass, alewives, &c. These weirs are described to us as lJeiug built entirely
across the stream; in the center is a gap which is open during
flood, but closed with a bag-net at ebb tide.
About thirty years ago the dam at Alna was carried away by a
freshet, and the fish had access to the river above. Mr. David O.
Pottle informs us that the very next year they came into the river
in far greater numbers than bas been known since old times. This
is a phenom~non we cannot explain. It encouraged the hope that
these numbers might be retained, and on the re-building of the
dam a fh,bway was constructed, but it did not work well and soon
went to decay. The present owners of the dam express a readiness to construct a good fishway . . There are several places above
where it is supposed that fishways would be required.
KENNEBEC AND ANDROSCOGGIN.

For certain reasons it js more convenient to view the fisheries of
the Kennebec and Androscoggin together. In ~ur last report they
were all regarded as belouging to the Kennebec. Yet the Androscoggin i, hardly to be rated as a tributary of the Kennebec. The
true line of demarcation between the two would be drawn in
Mcrrymceting Lay ; the waters of the Cathance and Abagadasset
being considered as tributary to the Androscoggin.
TheHc fi.:-.herics were not examined last year, although a certain
amount of information was gathered respecting them and presented
in the report. A considerable part of June (1868) was devoted
to a personal examination of them. The instruments of capture
employed in the summer fishery are shoal and deep weirs, seines
and drift nets. Set nets are no longer employed on these rivers.
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In some cases it is necessary to extend the leader across broad
flats in order to reach the desired depth; in others the channfll runs
close to the shore. As a general rule the deeper the water the
more productive is the weir, yet in many locations the exteusion
into very deep water does not pay for the extra oxpe11se. In the
course .of our examination soundiDgs were taken at the outer side,
and sometimes on the inside of many of the weirs, and the results
reduced to a low water standard.
Of the weirs built on the Androscoggin channel we examined
five situated on the southern shore, and all wore found to be
within the limiti:; prescribed by the hw for tho K.cnuebf>c,-uamely,
ten feet maximum depth at low water. It is a matter of doubt
whether that law applies to these waters. It would certainly seem
that if the Androscoggin river was intended to be regulated by it,
tliere would have been a provision whereby some of the counties
on that river would have been represeuted on the board of wardonR, whereas they are appointed only from the counties of Sagadahoc, Kennebec and Somerset. However, the people iutercsted
seem to have com.idered themselves -hound by the _]aw. It appears
to have been the practice of the owners of weirs in this river as '
in the Kennebec to extend their weirs into much deeper water than
ten feet . . The people who are interested in sei11e fishing further
up the Androscoggin believed that they were being robbed of their
rightful share of fish by these deep weirs, and in the absence of
offieers, determined to take the matter into their own hands. Accordingly in the spring of 1867 they came down from Brunswick and
ordered certain weirs to be curtailed. One man who had built his
weir on the flats was obliged to remove it at considerable loss to
the Bath shore. Ou 1he opposite side of the river the netting was
forcibly st.rippeJ from one of the weirs and hung upon tbe stakes.
In 1868, a notice signed by certain ruen in Brunswick headed
by a Mr. Storer, was sent to the weir owners, that the law respecting weirs should be enforced. Mr. Storei• came down again
in June to inspect the weirs, and pronounced himself satisfied with
those on the south shore, but found some fault with those at the
entrance of Catbance river. It is certainly to be regretted that
the necessity should exist for any such irregular proceeding as the
forcible removal of a fish weir by private individuals, but in the
absence of any efficient officers we hardly see how they could in
any other way protect themselves in what they esteemed their
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.. ncl its entire length is not far from one hundred rods. The inner
pounds are at something more than half the entire length of the
leader from the shore ; at their entrance is twelve feet of water,
[l.Ud between thorn and the shore the water is fifteen feet deep.
The outer pounds have a depth of ten feqt. This weir is reported
to take a great many salmon. vV e know of its having caught
three salmon in a tide on several occasions in June last, while not
one of the weirs above it on the same side of the river had caught
a single salmon up to the twenty~fifth of June.
The weirs on the east side proceeding upward, and their depths,
arc as follows:. A. Recd and Lilly, eleven feet; Thwing, sixteen feet;
Hawthorne, seventeen feet; Thwing and Perkins, sixteen feet;
. Perkins, six feet; W. W. Walker & Co., taken up before June
twenty-fourth ; Clancy and Lewis, ~leven feet. In Eastern river,
D. Clancy, eleven feet; W. W. Walker, thirteen feet.
It will be seen that a great part of these measurements exceed
the legal limit of ten feet. In fact very little regard has been paid
to that or any other legal restriction since the passage of the act
limiting the pay of wardens to twenty-five dollars a year each,
they bearing their own expenses. That measure was introduced
and carried through in the interest of the weir builders, for the
express purpose of destroying the efficiency of the board of
wardens. It is to be sure averred that one of the wardens was
commencing suits for the purpo~e of lining his own pockets with
bis share of the fines, and it is complained that those prosecutions
for violation of the law were costing the public a great deal of
money ; but we have heard nothing which tends to show that the
wardens did anything more than it was their duty to do. It is not
denied that violations of the law were numerous, and we think
the offenders are the parties really responsible for the cost which
their prosecution entails. And if the wardens failed to execute
the law fully, it was not for want of zeal and determination, but in
consequence either of a want of personal acquaintance with the business of fishing, or ofa defective law. It is very'certain that a law requiring a gate to be opened in a weir ten feet under water, and be
kept open certain days in each week is difficult of execution against
the will of the owner, unless an officer who is well versed in the
construction of weirs is close at hand on every unlawful day. The
fishermen with whom we talked on this subject did not attempt to
conceal the fact that they had circumvented the wardens and
4
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The bait appears to consist of herring, ( sometimes known as Eng• scattering alewives, some full grown, some half gr9wn,
li.c;h herring,)
many blnebacks, a few young shad ; pogies and various other species stray in with them from the sea. Sometimes a large number
of pogies will be caught in a weir, or of mackerel. We are informed that some of the weirs are kept up through the fall to catch
smelts. The· sea shad, too, are taken in the summer for some time
after the run of river fish, but they have of late years been very
scarce. This is attributed to the blue fish which are rapidly in~
creasing in numbers (breeding on our coast,) and run into the
Kennebec at the time wheti the sea shad might be expected ; but
we are inclined to think the general decline of the shad has much
to do with the decrease of the number that are found in the st~te
called "sea-shad." Ilow much injury is done by the destruction
of the young of river fish we cannot say with confidence, and the
testimony is conflicting. St;veral persons have said that they had
seen young shad and alewives lying dead on the floors of the
weirs, bushels of them together. Mr. N athanicl Perkins, of
llunne'.'7ell's Point, who has fished there for forty years, says they
are not caught and destroyed by the weirs whose pockets are con. structed of netting, because they can and do freeJy pass through
the meshes and escape, and that he never knew an instance of
their being destroyed in that way. On the other hand, Mr. John
C. Homer of Bucksport, who has built a weir there ever since
1825, says that every year he sef,S young alewives two or three
inches long coming down the river in 1arge schools; that they run
'into the weirs, and do -not know enough to go through the meshes;
that many are eaten by eels, and the rest left on the floor dry.
vV e are inclined to thiuk there is truth in the assertion that these
young fish do die in the weirs very often.· We have seen them
repeatedly in pockets, when the water had fallen so low that escape was no longer possible, and a fall of a few inches more would
certainly leave them dry, notwithstanding that the mef3hes were sufficiently large for thern all to pass out had they made the attempt.
It is the same with other small fish. \Ve have seen a school of
young herring not two inches long embayed in a weir, and about
to be left bare although the meshes would have been no hindrance
to the passage of fish twenty times their weight. For this reason
we doubt whether the use of a slightly larger mesh on the pockets,
as recommended by some, would obviate the difficulty. Still, it
may be that the loss of fish from this source is inconsiderable. It
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were deposited .in some hatching troughs prepared to receive them.
They were carefully tended, and to expedenccd persons appeared
to promise favorable results uutil long after the time when they
should have shown some decisive development. Yet ·or the whole
lot we only know certainly that one batched. Tl.e cause of the
failure we were for a long time unable to even surmise, for ev~rything had been done as nearly as possible in accordance wilh the directions of the authorities. But we now entertain no doubt that the
cause of the failure was transportation too soon af•er fecundation.
During its early da.ys the principle of germination in the egg is
easfly destroyed; it requires quiet and plenty of pure water. But
wbrn the young fish is once fairly formed, so that it can be seen
with the naked eye, it can be safely handled and carried long distances packed in some damp subst ,nee. The eggs in question
were packed up and transported immediately after focm1dation.
We were led to expect success from tl,e ap 1_)arent success of Dr,
Fletcher's first attempt to introduce s·i.lmon by tho egg from the
Miramichi river to New Ilampshirc in 1866. IIis eggs were packed
up directly 3.fter being fak:en from tho fish ; the most of thc:n were
planted in the Pemmigcwassct river where fhefr fate could not be
known, hut of several huudteds taken and hatched iu a spring,
. _n inety per cent. hatched. Still, general experience has cen [~gainst
Dr. Fletcher's. A gentlemen in Bor-ton bas informed us that J-•e ha8
tried the transportation of eggs of brook trout from Rangely lake,
after they had been fecundated one week, and met with a failure
nearly as disastrous as ours.
·
This year we determined to ~ry again, and to obtain the eggs
from Grand Lake Stream. Accordingly ve went to the 011t1et of
Grand Lake on the 24th of October, and made preparafons to
take the spawn. Search was first made for a suitable spring, and
one that would answ<:r our purpose was at last found withiu half
a. mile of the stream. A large basin was excavated and walled in
with seasoned timber, and a rough hoursc built over it. A number of seivcs were floated in the haRin, in which the eggs were to
be deposited as fast as obtained-this being the best arrangement
we could make in the short time left before the spawning, of the
salmon.
We had made no prepara_tions to take fiRh in any way except by
hook, relying on the confident statement of -our assistant, an experienced fisherman, that he could take them in plenty when just
in the proper condition, with the hook. This statement was par-
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H was necessary to operate entirely by night, for during the day
bnt very few shad could be taken. The results obtained did not
vary much from those obtained by the experiments at Ilolyoke
on the Connecticut, under the auspices of the Massachusetts Commissioners of River FiRheries, and reported by them last year.
We will, however, briefly state the mode of operating, and some
of' the results.
As each "haul" of fish was brought on shore the shad were
examined, and such as were ripe, emitting either eggs or milt on
being geutly pressed, were laid aside. As soon as they had ceased
to struggle viofontly, one of the female fish was taken in hand,
held above a pail partly full of water, and the eggs pressed into
it. A male was then taken and from him the milt or male element
was expressed into the same <lish. The other fi,,.h were treated in
like manner. After standing awhile in the pails, (varying from a
few minutes to several hours,) the P.ggs were deposited in the
hatching boxes. ~rhese were of boards, about eight inches deep,
of various lengths and breadths, with wire cloth bottoms. They
were made to float in the river attached to a boom where the current was gentle on the flood tide and rapid on tho ebb, but always
in the same direction. The current kept a constant circulation of
water through the bottom of the box, and in some cai-:es the eggs
were in a constant state of agitation, but without injury.
The temperature of the water was from 70° to 75° F., and .the
period of incubation varied from seventy to near one hundred hours.
When taken from the fish the egg measures in diameter not quite
one-twelfth of an inch, but water is rapidly absorbed by the outer
coating until the diameter is more than one-eighth of au inch.
The eggs are so nearly transparent that they can hardly be seen
when lying in a pail of water; but when placed in a position
favorable for the eye, the process of development can be traced at
every step. At eighteen hours from impregnation the vertebral
column can be distinctly see~ ; at thirty-four hours the eyes are
plain and the heart is beating; at seventy hours the young fish
b ursts his covering and swims free. The unfecundated egg also
undergoes development \lP to a certain point, being for a time
undistinguishable from the fecundated; but it always stops short of
the formation of the vertebral column, or any development in
which we can trace the form of the young fish.
As soon as all the eggs in a box were batched, they were turned
into the stream ; young shad begin to feed early and bear confine5
1
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the statute hooks are very numerous and of very diverse character. As stated in the former report, the whole number of them
in force at the present time is about one hundred and fifty, and
they are increasing at the rate' of eight or ten yearly. They are
founded on no common system, and the officers to enforce them
arc without orga.r ization and generally without efficiency. It
must occur to every one, that with such a similarity as exists iu
moHt of our rivers, their fisheries can be regulated by the same
general provisious, that there need be a variation only in minor
details, and that responsibility will greatly angment the efficiency
of the officers. We have now proceeded so far in our inveAtigations that we can with tolerable confidence .advise a general repeal
qf old sfatutrs, and suggest the main features that should be embodied iu a new code. We therefore submit the following .sug·gestions as to the provisions of the proposed new law:
First, That a board of commissioners be appointed, who shall
have general supervi:,ion of the fisheries through the State.
Second, A board of wardens for each river basin.
Third, No drift-nets to be allowed in any of the rivers or laketi.
Fvurlh, No weirs or other fixed engines of capture to extend
below low water mark.
Fi/lh, No weirs or traps to be used in any except tide waters·
nor ally uets except a dip-net, for five years, and then the net1:1
should only be used for the migratory kinds.
Sixth, A 11 fii::hing for salmon, shad aud alewives to cease on the
fifteeuth of July, except hook fishing, which shall cease on the
first of September.
Se1:enth, A weekly close time of two days, during which all
weirs shall have open gates.
Eighth, No salmon or trout to be taken during October, N ovemhcr a11d. Dc;cembcr.
Ninth, No smelts to be taken in April or May.
Tenth, All weirs, seines, and other implements except hook and
line, used in catching salmon, shad, alewives, smelts or ba H, to
pay a license foe of ten dollars.
Eleventh, Some legii:;lation, if any is necessary, to give adequate
. protection to any P"rson who may cng·age in the cultivation of
fish.
For some of those recommendations it is proper to state our
reasons, a11d to suggest some further details.
First, The existence of some supervising officers is deemed
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essential to secure the prop~r enforcement of the 1. w, nd the
vi o-orous a<l vancement of rnea 'U cs for the im rovement of the
0
•
fi heries. The members of thw b rd 10ul h Id ffiee for ore
than one year,-say for three ye r . They shoul be authorized
to examine the dams and oth 'r ob. truction
xi ting in the rivers,
to decide upon the proper form and location of fi hw ys and "au e
them to be built in case the owner of the < b tructions fl n to do
so; to visit al sections where fi herie are carried on au e am ·ue
the working of the laws; to introduce and di, eminatc valuable
species of ficlh; to revise any minor regulati ns that th bo rd of
warde s may e authorized to make ; to i r.:;ues license ; and to
report annually to the Governor.
Second, The boards of wardens should he appoiI ted by the St te,
should be sworn to a faithful performance of th ir <lutie , a pen lty
being affixed to neglect; should have power, and it shoul l be thefr
duty to enforce the law; to eize all implement
f fi bing found
in illegal use, and to bring the offender to justice; to deci
u n
the plan and location of fishways, ·ubject to the · pprov< l of the
commissioners, and to enforce their uildiug u dect to the s me
approval; the number of men appointed and the com c11Aatiou
allowed them should be sufficient to en urc the full execution of
the lawR. In t e case ~f certain rivers like tlic aco and St. John,
the appointme t of wardens might be deferred for a time.
Third, No drift nets should be allowed. Our reasons for thL
are that drift 1 ets, owing to their mode f u c ar ~ exceedingly
difficult to control, are destructive an w steful in their op ration,
and if permitted are capable of being ruultiplie l to such an xt ut
as to be very di:>trimental. ·while weirs arc t ionary and seine
can only be used in a few loc lities, wbe c the fi hery officers will
always be able to see their operntion , the d ifter, if p milted at
all to pursue his mode of fishing, will fiud but littl difficulty in
eluding the vigilance of the wardens a1 d extending hit:1 op ration
within forbidden limits. Again, an increase of the 1 umbers of the
fish would be a great inducement for many per ns to eiw, ge in
the drift net fishery,-so many a to render a limit to th ir number quite neces::sary. This limit would be difficult tom intaiu Hince
the nets are not stationary.. "iv e <lo not con i<ler it de irubl that
fish should be caught in this way, for all that c, n be spared c ch
season from the stock of bieeding fish will be tak 11 by the modes
permitted. It is well argued by Mr. W. Il. Venning, in hi report
on the fisheries of New Brunswick, that if, while the shores are
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studded with weirs and sct-uets the channel should also be occupied by drift nets, no fish could possibly ascend to their breeding
grounds. The arguments generally urged in favor of drift nets are
that they are the poor man's mode of fishing and must therefore
be allowed, aud that they are not very det;tructive. Neither of
thei:;e reasons do we think are ,·alid. "\Yheu shad are the fish
caught, a drift net will kill many that do not mesh enough to
hold them, fall to the bottom and are lost. As to the other argument it is very certain that none but able bodied meu can drift,
an<l for such there is snfficient employment of other kinds to be
found. At the present time there are comparatively few persons
who arc engaged in this mode of fishing and scarcely anybody
;vould be seriom;ly injured or incommoded by its prohibition.
Fourth, The reason for the prohibition of deep weirs, so far as
concern:-; the Kennebec, arc ghen in our report upon that river, and
we believe the i:;ame reas Jns will apply to all other rivers.
Fifth, The lake, poud aud stream fisheries will not bear fishing
in the productive modes employed with th~ migratory species.
Sixth, Experieuce in Great Britaiu and Ireland has shown that
the most beneficial results follow from closing the tialmon season
early. The late fo,h are generally inferior in quality since many of
them have been a loug time in the fresh water. Yet we think the
use of the hook may safely be conti1 ued Romewhat longer than the
more productive modes.
E1'r1hth <wd Ni,1tlt, The forbidden months cover the breeding season of the respective species, and so far as we can see are sufficiently long. Perhaps whitefish and tog·ue should be included
with salt_non and trout although in some sections whitefish are only
taken with the spear while epawning ; in Moosehead lake they are
taken with the book. The fresh water smelts may be for the present excepted from the prohibition to take smelts.
The entire prohibition of all nets except dip-nets, of all weirs
and traps, and the protection of the salmon family during the
spawning season are, we think, all the provisions necessary to
protect the fresh water fisheries from deplefrm. It may perhaps
be neces .ary to extend th0 above season of trout and salmon another month into the winter; hut we are not aware that any further
protection is uece~sary for perch, pickerel and other species than
is contained in the prohibition of nets. All the old hws upon the
sul~ect might safely be repealed. Yet we would advise exceptions to be made in favor of certain acts which will expire by
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limit~tion in rt few years; for in ta.nee the act of la t \ ·inter in relation to the San<ly river ponds.
Tenth, It seems desirable tli, t tbe ~tate sh nl derive
directly from the fi ·heries to ao;i ist in defr yin r the co. t
ing and improvi11g them ; and it i but ju t th t th , c w o ire
immediately bc11efitted hould contribute direct y. '!'he lie n
system will a. ·ist the office1s in keeping the fi hing e ta li hm It"
within rea Onable limits, and it ID, y prove th germ of a large
revenue to the State.
There is a river of Scotlan<l, the Tay, whose almou fi herie are
owned by a few individual proprietor& on its banks; l se fi h rie
are rented y<'arly and have of late bro 1ght the proprietor , un
equal to $75,000, gold, arrnually. Were all our water to yi 11 ·
that proportion, and we ku JW no ea on , by tlwy b ul n lt, our
s.ilmon fisherfos would rent for· mor'e than a mill'on doll'lr in g l!l.
!]Jleventh, \Ve would call · tter tion t the doubtful ch r. c*'er of
any private elaims to 1 atu al b dies of standing or ·u1rni g .vat r,
l
aud consequently to the fi h th, t might le tlf v· te th rein
is sufficiently well established tliat I g ponds an l· s re th
property of the State; but how is ·t with mall r
die ~ .A re
these also public property, or is there a point, detcrmi ed by it
t:iize, where a b<>dy of w ter ceases to be public and be·
e priYate property? If the latter, it is ve y unc rt in w er tli poin
of distinction lies-whether at te 1 acre , a one acre o one ro .
A legislative en ctment authorizing p iv t
er
to p r priate
and use water on th ir o vn premise or urrour
y thl m for
the purpo8e of cultivating fish would ecure the
int r . t · nd
obviate the necessity of many speci 1 act
There 1:,hould be some exception to tbe p r ti > 1
li'or instauce the fishmie of Dam i c tt an E t
well nanaged by th ir loeal communi ie , ;vlio cvin ·e
retain their special le w . Some other ca
m y ccur a
be cor sitlered. The exceptions mad in the " .,ct r \gulating ccrtaiu fisherieR," of la t w·nter, should b r taine .
./early all these provi ·ons could t e effect immndi t ly, bu
tlwse forbidding certain moues of fi bing for lmon, h 1d u 1d leives should not ta.ke effect before the close of th n xt e
n,
because persons engaged iu those fisheries will h·Lve th ir pr p, r tions for uext seaBou far advanced bcfo~ the new regulation could
0

be promulgated.
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CONCLUSION.

In couclusion we beg leave to urge that two seasons have now
been almost wholly expended by the Commissioners in preliminary
cxamillation; and that the next should be the commencement of
vigorou work in restoring the soafish to our rivers. As intimated
elsuwhere, the first and by far the most important work to be doLe,
is the coustniction of fishways. We have advised that it be part of
the duty of the Commissioners to be appoiuted , under the new law,
to decide upon the location aud plan of thebe structures, and to
enforce their construction. A sufficiently liberal appropriation
should be made to enable them to push forwa1d the work as fast as
other circumstauces will permit. Everr year the reform is delayed
the public suffors a ]01:,s of hundreds of tbousauds of dollars in
heal hfiil food. Our remarks on the Penobscot river will show
that in tl1at river alone, there is au 'annual loss of several hundred
thoutia 11 <.l dullars by neglect of the fisheries. Public expenditure is
a fa,ir tcr,l of the estimate placed upon tue fisheries by different
States. "\Ve fiud the State of New Ilamp::ihire appropriL tillg three
thousand JollarB in a siugle resolve for this same object that we
have iu view; tlie State of Massachusetts, appropri, ting from teu
to twenty thousand yearly; and these Stutes have much less at
stake than the State of Maine. The English Governruent expends
$112,000 early on the fisheries of . the U uited Kingdom, and we
fin,l the imlmou fisheries of Scotland .and Ireland produciug anuua11y, a sum equal to four rnillions of dollars.
Under a wiHe and liberal policy, there is no reason to doubt that
the fi,. lwries of .Maiue can be restored to something like their
former productiveness.
A11 of which is respectfully submitted.

N. W. ],OSTER,
} C
..
CllAS. G. A'l'KINS,
omrnisswners.

AuousTA, December 31st, 1868.
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